A fresh approach
to estate agency
Independent Sales & Letting Agents for the Strawberry Coast

Welcome
Whatever circumstances bring you to consider selling or letting your home we hope that you find dealing with us
at Robinson Reade a pleasurable experience. It can be an emotional time, sentiment and memories are often tied
up in a home, but moving can also be exciting, especially if you take the journey with people that you like, you
trust, are professional and also knowledgeable.
From when you first start to think about a move, to the day of completion, we’re here to help. Our website is
packed with moving tips so please do take a look, we also write a blog and offer advice via social media.
Since 2004 we’ve helped hundreds of people sell & let their properties and we’d love to help you too.

We hope you will find our team friendly, professional and approachable, we have a wealth of local knowledge
between us. Living locally, we know and use local services and facilities. You can be sure that if your agent
chooses to live in the area they will be selling the benefits of living on the ‘Strawberry Coast’.
Throw away any previous thoughts about Estate Agents and pop into our Park Gate shop to find out how we
work at Robinson Reade. Our unique marketing methods are really successful and we genuinely love helping
people move home.
Even in this digital age and using the most up to date technology it’s important to have a high street shop for you
to pop in to see us face to face for a coffee and a chat. We want you to be able to put a name to a face and have
confidence that the people you will be entrusting your home with are people that you will want to do business
with.
Our philosophy is that all our activity needs to benefit our client and that honesty is always the best policy. It’s
important to balance valuable agency knowledge with customer service skills, which is why our team come from
both estate agency and customer service backgrounds. I hope you’ve found this brief precis useful, that it gives
you an insight into who we are and that you will enjoy moving home with our help.

The team at Robinson Reade
It seems a lifetime ago I started my agency career. Back in ‘94 there were no digital cameras, calls to mobile phones cost
a fortune and there was no Facebook, Twitter or Rightmove. Things changed very quickly with the arrival of the world
wide web. When I opened Robinson Reade in 2004 my aim was to offer an individual service tailored to clients’ needs
rather than a ‘one size fits all’ approach that I’d experienced in the corporate world.
I’ve always been of the mindset that if you are going to do a job, you should do it right so I have continued to learn
and develop my skills over the years. I’m an active member of both ARLA and NAEA PropertyMark and make
recommendations with experience of the industry and knowledge of the local market.
As an independent I enjoy getting to know my clients and rather than answering to shareholders and corporate targets
we can work together to meet your goals.

Jane Earley MARLA MNAEA
Director/Owner
jane@robinsonreade.co.uk

Dream Destination: The snowy Alps

Favourite Thing: Watching the sunrise

Guilty Pleasure: Cheese & marmite sandwiches

Worst Food Ever: Crab sticks

First Car: VW beetle 1500 engine

Favourite Tipple: Mount gay and orange

Surprising Fact: I used to be a bailiff

Emma Macgregor MARLA
Lettings Manager
emma@robinsonreade.co.uk

Megan Hext MARLA
Property Manager
megan@robinsonreade.co.uk

Dream Destination: Lusty Glaze, Cornwall (if the weather
is good - there’s no place I’d rather be)

Dream Destination: Disney World Florida

Guilty Pleasure: Biscuits in bed on a Sunday
First Car: Austin Mini, kept breaking down
Surprising Fact: Recorded at Abbey Road

Guilty Pleasure: Signing very loudly in my car to 90’s music
First Car: Peugeot 306 which I stuck daisy stickers all over!
Surprising Fact: Named Woman of the Year in my Slimming
World Group

Donetta Holland
Sales Progressor
donetta@robinsonreade.co.uk

Sharyn Keen
Sales Advisor
sharyn@robinsonreade.co.uk

Dream Destination: Barbados where I got married

Dream Destination: Safari in Africa

Guilty Pleasure: Singing to Bon Jovi in the car

Guilty Pleasure: X-Factor with peanuts & rum & diet coke

First Car: Mini; nicknamed Millie the Mini

First Car: Ford Escort bought for £200 with a premium
bond win

Surprising Fact: Competed in the National Marching Band
Championships

Surprising Fact: Used to be a punk rocker…

Anita Donovan
Sales Advisor
anita@robinsonreade.co.uk
Dream Destination: Water villa in the Maldives
Guilty Pleasure: All things chocolate
First Car: My Grandpa’s Peugeot 105 (which I blew up)
Surprising Fact: Sailed a BT Global Challenge Yacht

Current Challenges: Studying for my law degree

Emma Daly
Property Consultant
emmad@robinsonreade.co.uk
Dream Destination: Maldives or Lapland
Guilty Pleasure: Anything with a cork top that goes pop
First Car: Navy Blue Austin Metro
Surprising Fact: Went to a convent school
Unbelievable Fact: Did a parachute jump

Julie Omar
Saturday Sales Advisor
enquiries@robinsonreade.co.uk

Bryony Norish
Apprentice Lettings Administrator
bryony@robinsonreade.co.uk

Unusual Job: Chocolate taster in Dubai

Dream Destination: Santorini

Most Interesting Place: Petra

Guilty Pleasure: Chocolate & binge watching Friends

Bizarre Fact: Was a member of the Ferrari club

Favourite Thing: Going on road trips, listening to music
and singing really loud

Guilty Secret: Once lost my boss’s dog

Vanessa Penfold
Sales Administrator
vanessa@robinsonreade.co.uk
Dream Destination: Bora Bora

Monty Earley
Customer Relations
sales@robinsonreade.co.uk

Guilty Pleasure: Meeting Peter Andre!!

Dream Destination: The banks of the Hamble river

First Car: A mark II Ford Escort

Favourite Thing: Bursting bubbles

Surprising Fact: Was the only passenger on a flight to Italy
in the 90s

Guilty Pleasure: Mud glorious mud

How we value your home
How much is your home worth?
Your home is likely to be the biggest asset you own, so when it’s time to sell it’s really important that you take
careful advice before putting it on the market. We make it our job to stay abreast of what is happening in the local
area, what new developments are being built, market trends and seasonal factors which can affect the market
conditions.
Before we visit you we will do our homework so that we can present to you:
• Evidence of recent sale prices of similar properties
• What else is on the market that you might be competing against
• Current local market factors and
• What demand there is for your type of property
In discussion with you, this information will help us to agree the correct value
of your property.
Ultimately it is your goals, your reasons for moving and your timescales which
will be the most important factors in determining the marketing price and
together we will decide on a pricing strategy to suit your needs.

How we market your home
When it comes to selling your most valuable possession it’s really important
that you do so for the right price and to the best buyer available. We take our
responsibility as agents very seriously and take pride in doing a job well.
Using the following steps you can be sure that we will achieve the best price
possible.

We make sure your property is fully exposed to the
market
If your property is ‘sold on the first viewing’ how can you be sure that you
got the best price or the best buyer? We work hard to maximise the audience
for your home with online & traditional marketing methods so you’ll know all
prospective buyers will have seen your home is for sale.
Rightmove remains the number one choice for online searches and we make
sure that our marketing is eye catching to make your home stand out amongst
the competition with interesting headlines, reasons to view and great photos.
Social Media sites such as Facebook and Twitter can also offer an alternative
marketplace which we often use to capture the attention of a very local
audience.
Your property will be displayed in our shop window, you’d be surprised how
many people browse when waiting for their take-away.
You can even attract people that perhaps hadn’t thought about moving yet. A
for sale board will be seen by people when they’re out walking or driving, your
home might be in a location near family or a style of house that they’ve always aspired to.

We take care to present your property properly
Presentation can make a big difference to the price you achieve. We have
been professionally trained to photograph your home and have a top of the
range digital SLR camera with tripod, flash & wide angle lens to make sure
that your home looks picture perfect.
With so many searches online and out of hours it is important to engage
buyers with interesting property details and accurate floorplans which
highlight the best features of your home so that they make the effort to get
in touch. You’ll notice the way we write about property is pretty unique in the
local area. We present reasons why buyers should view your home so they
can understand how it could work for them.
Photographs of your home will be exposed to thousands of potential buyers
online and first impressions really do count.

We can host an ‘Open House Event’
This can be a great way to launch your home to the market. Having multiple
viewings on one day can make it so much more convenient for you, a show
home just for the day. You can take the kids or dog out and leave us to it.
A member of the sales team will escort all buyers around the property, an
open house is not a free for all for any Tom, Dick or Harry to have a nose
around your house, but can create a real sense of excitement and urgency
often generating multiple offers.
Having several offers to consider means that you get to choose the best
buyer to suit your circumstances putting you in an excellent position to
negotiate on any forward purchase.
Contact us for a copy of our free guide “How to Make the Most of Your
Open House”.

We proactively market your property
We do a lot more than just putting your property on Rightmove. By using proactive and innovative techniques
including social media marketing, a zero-pricing strategy and open house events, to name just a few, we make
sure your property is seen by the RIGHT kind of buyers. Our online click through rate is consistently one of
the highest in the area because we work hard to generate maximum interest. We monitor your property’s
performance online, reviewing our marketing strategy regularly until a buyer
is found.
We don’t just wait for buyers to contact us, we hold a comprehensive register
of applicants and will pick up the phone to start selling the features of your
home immediately. We take time to understand what buyers are looking
for, it’s so easy for them to scroll through Rightmove and make an instant
decision not to view. Matching buyers with homes is what we do best.
We are confident that our proactive approach will be reflected in the price
you achieve for your home. Our team are trained negotiators and experts
at obtaining the best price for you, a skill that is often overlooked. We are
motivated to sell your home, don’t forget there are no upfront fees, and we
only get paid on completion.

How we get you moving
Qualifying offers
When we receive an offer on your home we will carry out a comprehensive
offer interview with the potential buyer.
We will qualify any offer by obtaining proof of funds and confirmation of
mortgage approval. We will also check the buyer’s position, including the
details and length of any sales chain. It’s good to be forewarned of anything
which might affect the chain, e.g. a baby due date or a leasehold property at
the bottom of a chain.
With this information you will be able to make an informed decision whether
to accept an offer.

Agreeing the sale
Once you have agreed a sale you will need to employ either a solicitor or a
licensed conveyancer. Conveyancing can be time consuming and complex
so it is important to choose the right one. We only recommend local
independent firms that you can visit in person.
Their job is to help you navigate through the buying and selling process and
proactively identify and resolve any issues which may affect the progress of
your sale/purchase at the earliest opportunity.
Many offer a ‘No Sale – No Fee’ service with an upfront quotation to ensure
that there are no hidden extras and you know exactly what you will be paying
from the outset.
If you would like a conveyancing quote please ask one of our sales team.

Progressing your sale
We understand that moving house can be a stressful time, there will be lots of legal forms to fill in, possibly a
mortgage application to complete. You’ll be trying to plan moving dates, book removals yet still carrying on with
the every day.
That’s why we employ a full time Sale Progressor to manage your move. She
will make the experience as easy as possible, liaising with solicitors and the
rest of the chain to push things through.
Having someone dedicated to the progression of your sale will make
communication between all parties smoother throughout the process,
leading to less stress and frustration. Our clients find this service invaluable.
For more information on the legal process ask for a copy of our Conveyancing
Guide.
“Donetta is very proactive and solution focussed. She acts primarily in the best
interests of her client, the vendor, as she ought to but she also manages to work
very well with the buyer.”

We’re not big, but we are clever
As an independent business we believe it is important:
• To be unique, you won’t find us on every high street
• To be flexible to our clients’ needs
• To be human, what’s important to you is important to us
• To be honest and upfront, we won’t hide anything from you
• To be grateful for your custom, we know you have a choice
• To stay informed of the wider marketplace
• To keep up to date with legislative changes
• To have the support of a professional body

Our Memberships
Membership of voluntary governing bodies means our clients get the best of both worlds; a local, independent
agent with a personal touch and ‘can do’ attitude but also the backing and support of larger organisations who can
offer advice, reference and guidance should we ever need it.

There is NO mandatory regulation of estate agents. The idea that
‘anyone can become an estate agent’ is not far from the truth.
We joined NAEA & ARLA Propertymark voluntarily to demonstrate transparency and ensure that we are at the
forefront of developments in the industry and to provide the very best moving experience to you – we have
nothing to hide!
By using a NAEA/ARLA Propertymark agent you are guaranteed to be consulting with a professional agent who
can give you up-to-date advice and guidance and that you and your money are safe.

So what makes NAEA/ARLA Propertymark Protected agents different?
1 - Integrity

2 - Complaints Procedure

3 - Peace of mind

4 - Compliant

5 - Informed

6 - Transparent

As Propertymark agents we are experienced and
trained professionals who abide by a recognised Code
of Practice
We hold professional indemnity and client money
protection insurance to give you peace of mind
through your move/let
Regular training means we stay up to date with
complex legislative changes and best practice

Redress and ruling on complaints through
independent ombudsman services and regulated by
Propertymark
We are registered with HMRC to ensure compliance
with money laundering regulations

We submit independently audited landlord client
accounts to Propertymark annually

NAEA Propertymark estate agents don’t just sell houses – they help you move.

Residential Lettings
Why choose Robinson Reade?
We know that not all landlords are the same and that the reason you are letting your property is likely to be
different to others. So, whether you are an experienced landlord with several
properties, just about to purchase your first buy to let or letting out your
own home, we understand that you’ll be looking for the right agent to help
you with the process and that what you need help with will be different
depending on your own unique circumstances.
As we are ARLA Propertymark protected agents you can be confident that
the people dealing with your property will have an in depth knowledge of
the residential lettings market. We are fully trained in all aspects of the law
applying to lettings and will make every effort to get you the best possible
tenant ensuring that your investment remains profitable and hassle free.
Because we are independent we can offer flexible service levels, allowing you
to choose the service that you need, rather than paying for something you
don’t.

Valuing your property for rental
We have been letting property locally since 2006 so are well placed to give you an honest
& accurate appraisal of what your property will let for. The lettings market is changing
constantly depending upon what is available at any one time. We keep a close eye on
what properties are letting for so you can be sure that when we speak with you about
your property we have up to the minute knowledge of the local market.

Finding you the right tenant
Aside from achieving the best rental figure possible we pride ourselves on matching our landlords’ properties
to good quality tenants. We will want to understand the type of tenant that you are looking for, how long you
want to let the property for and, of course, anything that you would prefer not to accept e.g. pets. We can also
give you specific advice about presenting your property to attract the best possible tenant. Our marketing can
then specifically target the sort of tenant that you are looking for. When we find you a potential tenant we will
provide you with full information so that you are able to make an informed decision as to whether to accept their
application (even before we begin our stringent referencing checks) which means that you remain in control of
who will be living in your property.

Protecting your investment
Your rental property is likely to be one of your biggest assets and having tenants who pay their rent on time, look
after the property and understand when to report maintenance issues is something that we know landlords value.
To this end we have a stringent move in programme that ensures tenants know exactly what is required of them
throughout and at the end of the tenancy.
To help us manage your property we use FixFlo, an online system for tenants to report any
maintenance issues as they arise, 24 hours, 7 days a week. FixFlo will provide advice on
simple issues that are the tenant’s responsibility and inform us about the issues that are the
landlord’s responsibility.

Depending on the service level you choose we can carry out periodic visits, with a full report to you detailing how
the tenant is looking after your property. We can manage the tenant’s check out at the end of their tenancy, deal
with any dilapidations, and of course we can collect the rent on your behalf too. You’ll be encouraged to know
that since starting our lettings business in 2006 we have never had to take court action against a non-paying
tenant.

Keeping you appraised of legislation and tax updates
There are over 170 pieces of legislation that landlords and their agents need to comply with. As ARLA
Propertymark protected agents, it’s our job to stay abreast of these and any changes so that our landlords can
have the peace of mind that both they and their properties are compliant.
It’s also important to keep up to date with any tax changes that occur as these could seriously affect your profit
margins or result in a hefty fine if you don’t comply with taxation law. Again, we ensure that we are aware of any
changes and that we impart this information as and when it occurs.

What our Landlords and Tenants say about us…
We were thrilled to be recognised in the 2016 ESTAS as ‘Best Letting Agent in the Southern Region’, voted by
tenants.

“
“
“
“
“
“

Renting through Robinson Reade is a piece of cake... The dream team take care of
everything... Emma and Megan are brill.
Tenant

”

Extremely professional and helpful service. Outstanding customer service throughout,
including the rental and management team.
Landlord

”

Without this wonderful team we would have been homeless. Fantastic team we will always
be forever grateful.
Tenant

”

Robinson Reade have been letting out a property of mine for years and have been
consistently excellent. They’ve kept me informed, liaised with my tenants beautifully and
provided a first class service. Highly recommended.
Landlord

”

Very professional and helpful. Supported us and kept us informed through the whole process. Best estate agents we
Tenant
have come across so far.

”

Great team on sales side and rental side – would highly recommend. Friendly, professional, efficient and patient.
Tenant

Want to know more?
For more information ask for a copy of our Landlord’s
Guide or take a look at our website where you’ll find
useful landlord tips, details about our general services
and standard fees.
Remember, as independent agents we can be flexible
so please do not be afraid to ask for a bespoke service,
tailored to your own requirements.

”

Next steps
Before you open the door
Now you’re ready to sell or let your home we can start to get things prepared
for marketing. The best place to start is to think about who is going to want
to live here and present your property to appeal to them.
Presentation of your home is important and first impressions really do count.
Take a step outside your front door and imagine you are seeing it for the first
time. Think about whether there’s anything you can do to improve the kerb
appeal.
Now is the time to press on with any DIY jobs that you’ve been putting off
and de-clutter so that a new buyer or tenant can imagine themselves living
in the space. This is the way to get the best possible price. If you need any
recommendations for a handyman, carpet cleaner or even a homestyler, do
ask as we have a list of local recommended contractors that we use regularly.

Financial Check Up
Choosing your new mortgage can be as much of a dilemma as choosing your new home.
Whether you want to transfer your existing mortgage, find out how much extra you can
borrow or are just looking for the best deal, we can put you in touch with an independent
mortgage advisor who has all the answers.
Whether you’d just like an informal chat at this stage or a full quote please get in touch.

Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs)
EPCs are required whenever a house is built, sold or rented. They must be available for all potential buyers
and tenants before marketing can start, once commissioned they are valid for 10 years. We can check the EPC
Register and arrange one for you if required.

Guarantees and Certificates
Start to put together a folder with relevant documents such as the last boiler
service, guarantees for repairs and council tax bills. Include certificates
and receipts for any electrical or plumbing work you’ve carried out at the
property. If you’ve extended or altered the property you might need copies
of any planning permission and building regulations too.
At a later date your conveyancer will want copies of these documents so it’ll
save time if you get these together now. Some buyers/tenants might even
like an idea of running costs for utilities such as gas and electricity.
By preparing early you will be market ready sooner and any sale or let can
progress without delay.

We’ve prepared some Selling Tips to help you get ready, ask a member of the team or ‘sign up’
via our website www.robinsonreade.co.uk.

And finally don’t just take our word
for it…
Testimonials
These clients have all said ‘YES’ they would use us again.
Amazing team, all very helpful and
knowledgeable in all areas of the buying
& selling process. Thank you to each &
every one of the team, special thank you to
Sharyn & Donetta.

Your service was excellent from start to
finish. I was totally satisfied and would
recommend Robinson Reade. The staff in
particular were so helpful.
Mrs McClean, Seller

Thank you for all your wonderful help
and support. You made the long distance
selling so much easier for us and did far
more than I am sure is normal practice.
You are a wonderful team.
Mrs Scott, Seller

Mrs Hayes, Seller

All the team have been amazing.
Big thank you to all of you.
Mr & Mrs Withey, Seller

Robinson Reade have been brilliant
throughout the whole process. A special
thank you to Donetta who has kept us so
well informed and been very helpful.

A good job professionally and well done.
Thank you ladies.
Mr Rowson, Seller

Mrs Martin, Seller

Very pleased with services available as
a purchaser on behalf of elderly parents.
Would have no hesitation in using
Robinson Reade should we sell our own
property some time in the future.

Very helpful, could answer all questions I
had. Called to check how we were coping
during stressful moments in the move.
Brilliant service, brilliant staff.
Mr Mrs Monet, Seller

Mr & Mrs Hough, Buyer

Donetta was amazing and really helpful.
Couldn’t ask for more from an estate agent
as first time buyers.

Fantastic service – many thanks for all
your help.
Mr Quantrill, Seller

Mr Whitefield, Buyer

So helpful and answered all our questions!
First time buyers and needed that help and
support. Thank you for everything.

We were very impressed with Sharyn &
Donetta’s friendliness, efficiency and care
of all the team was always ready to help.

Miss Cosgrove, Buyer

Mr & Mrs Martin, Buyer

The whole process from start to finish was
so professional. I cannot thank Robinson
Reade enough, especially Donetta for
making what could be a very stressful
process easy.

Very impressed with all aspects of service.
Glad we chose Robinson Reade.
Mr & Mrs Terry, Seller

Miss Walker, Seller

An excellent service - thank you.
Mr Ayrton

My sincere thanks for all your help all along
the way. I cannot express my admiration
for the expertise throughout. Really great!
Mrs Hodges, Seller

Pop in to see us at 10 Middle Road, Park Gate, Southampton, SO31 7GH
Email us sales@robinsonreade.co.uk
Visit us www.robinsonreade.co.uk
Call us on 01489 579009

www.robinsonreade.co.uk

